If a polychromatic ray segment enters an optical system, is dispersed into many slightly different paths through the system, and finally emerges at a single point, then the incident segment defines what Le Grand and Ivanoff called an achromatic axis of the system. Although their ideas of some 65 years ago have inspired important work on the optics of the eye there has been no analysis of such axes for their own sake. The purpose of this paper is to supply such an analysis. Strictly speaking optical systems, with some exceptions, do not have achromatic axes of the Le Grand-Ivanoff type. However, achromatic axes based on a weaker definition do exist and may for practical purposes, perhaps, be equivalent to strict Le Grand-Ivanoff axes. They are based on a dichromatic incident ray segment instead. The linear optics of such achromatic axes is developed for systems, like the visual optical system of the eye, that may be heterocentric and astigmatic. Equations are obtained that determine existence and uniqueness of the axes and their locations. They apply to optical systems like the eye and the eye in combination with an optical instrument in front of it. Numerical examples involving a four-refracting surface eye are treated in Appendix A. It has a unique achromatic axis for each retinal point including the center of the fovea in particular. The expectation is that the same is true of most eyes. It is natural to regard the Le GrandIvanoff achromatic axis as one of a class of six types of achromatic axes. A table lists formulae for locating them.
Introduction
In a footnote Ivanoff (1946a) mentioned Le Grand's view that 'one should not talk of optical axis, which is nothing but a fiction, the eye not being a centered system, but of what one could call achromatic axis, an axis such that the rays of various wavelengths penetrating the eye along this axis all encounter the retina at the same point, after having followed trajectories that were possibly slightly different. Such an achromatic axis is a physical reality'. (Translation by W. F. H. from the French.) The concept arose in Ivanoff's work on chromatic and spherical aberration (Ivanoff, 1946a (Ivanoff, , 1946b (Ivanoff, , 1947 (Ivanoff, , 1950 (Ivanoff, , 1953a (Ivanoff, , 1953b (Ivanoff, , 1956a (Ivanoff, , 1956b and inspired much valuable work (e.g. Bradley & Thibos, 1995; Bradley, Zhang, & Thibos, 1991; Howarth, 1984; Howarth & Bradley, 1986; Jóź wicki, 1965; Kruger, López-Gil, & Stark, 2001; Marcos et al., 1999; Simonet & Campbell, 1990a , 1990b Thibos & Bradley, 1999; Thibos et al., 1990 Thibos et al., , 1992 Woods, Bradley, & Atchison, 1996) on the optics of the eye. In particular it inspired the Thibos-Bradley concept (Bradley & Thibos, 1995; Thibos & Bradley, 1999; Thibos et al., 1990) of the achromatic axis. (Theirs is an aperture-dependent concept whereas the Le Grand-Ivanoff definition is aperture independent.) Although it is the Thibos-Bradley achromatic axis which seems to be more familiar with researchers today both it and the Le Grand-Ivanoff concept are encountered in the literature (e.g. Atchison & Smith, 2000, p. 32) . Under the entry 'achromatic axis' two modern dictionaries (Millodot, 2009, p. 38; Millodot & Laby, 2002, p. 29) describe the Le Grand-Ivanoff concept while a third (Hofstetter et al., 2000, p. 43) uses the Thibos-Bradley concept. Yet a third concept also goes by the name achromatic axis: it is an axis in color space (e.g. Beer & MacLeod, 2000; Cohen, 2001, pp. 66 et seq.) . Neither the Thibos-Bradley concept nor axes in color space are considered in this paper.
Despite its importance all references in the literature to the Le Grand-Ivanoff achromatic axis have been brief. Furthermore, interpretations of the concept vary; e.g. Koonen, Scolnik, and Tousey (1956) write 'For reference axis Ivanoff chose the ''achromatic axis,'' which is the ray to the center of the fovea entering the eye at a point such that there is no dispersion'. This attributes to Ivanoff three things not in his definition quoted above: that the achromatic axis is a particular ray (it is the infinite straight line containing only the incident segment of the ray); that the common point on the retina is at the center of the fovea (it may be anywhere on the retina); and that there is no dispersion (there usually is dispersion of the type called inclinational dispersion in this paper). Part of the problem may be that there has never been a study of the concept for its own sake. Accordingly the purpose of this paper is to attempt to satisfy that want. More particularly the objective here is to develop the linear optics of the Le Grand-Ivanoff achromatic axis. For the most part, however, we shall be considering dichromatic light instead of the polychromatic light implied in Ivanoff's definition.
We begin with the dichromatic segment of a ray incident onto an optical system. Within the system the two components (called 'red' and 'blue' for convenience), because of chromatic dispersion, may follow slightly different paths and emerge from the system at different points. Linear optics provides equations that govern this behavior. We then impose the condition required by Ivanoff's (1946a) definition that the two rays emerge at the same point. The result is equations for the position and direction of the incident dichromatic segment. The equations enable us to examine existence, uniqueness, and location of achromatic axes in the system.
We shall consider optical systems in general although we often have the visual optical system of the eye in mind. The systems may be heterocentric and astigmatic. The analysis will be specialized to particular systems including the eye and the reduced eye. Numerical examples in Appendix A calculate the locations of achromatic axes, including the centro-foveal achromatic axis, in a model eye with four separated, tilted, and astigmatic surfaces.
Related to the Le Grand-Ivanoff achromatic axis are other axes that are also achromatic but in different senses. The complete set represents a natural generalization of the Le Grand-Ivanoff axis and each can be analyzed by methods similar to those used below for the Le Grand-Ivanoff axis. For sake of completeness they are described briefly towards the end of the paper and equations for locating them are presented in a table. Fig. 1 represents an arbitrary optical system S that lies between entrance surface T 0 and exit surface T. The index of refraction before T 0 is n 0 and the index after T is n. Incident onto S is the dichromatic segment R 0 of a ray. Because of dispersion taking place at interfaces within S the ray emerges as two separated segments R r and R b in Fig. 1a . We shall refer to the emergent segments as red and blue 1 respectively, as suggested by the superscripts, but they may be of any distinct frequencies. Fig 1a represents the usual situation. Fig. 1b represents a situation that is special in that R r and R b emerge at the same point P in exit surface T. The incident segment R 0 then defines an achromatic axis A of system S for the two particular frequencies. Within system S we expect the red and blue rays to follow slightly different paths but our concern will be only with the positions and directions of rays at incidence onto and emergence from S. Achromatic axis A is a straight line, infinite in both senses along it. It contains the incident segments of the rays but does not necessarily bear any simple relationship to the emergent segments.
Achromatic axes
In particular, as suggested by Fig. 1b , it need not intersect the point of emergence.
'Achromatic axis', as defined here, requires only that rays of just the two frequencies emerge at point P. Our definition is effectively a relaxed version of Ivanoff's (1946a) which implies the full visible spectrum. If incident segment R 0 were polychromatic one might suppose that rays of intermediate frequencies would emerge as segments between the red and blue segments in Fig. 1 and, hence, that all emerge at the same point P in Fig. 1b . In that case, our definition would be equivalent to Ivanoff's. However, as we shall see, this turns out to be true only for some special systems, including reduced eyes. For more complicated systems, including most eyes, rays of intermediate frequencies emerge close to but not strictly at point P. However the distance from P is probably sufficiently small to be negligible for most practical purposes.
An achromatic axis of system S is special for S in that a dichromatic segment incident along it emerges with no positional dispersion. Nothing is implied so far, however, about whether an achromatic axis actually exists for S or is unique. These are issues we shall be examining below.
We turn now to the problem of locating an achromatic axis in an optical system. We shall aim to locate the incident point P 0 and the direction of the incident segment there. In order to allow for astigmatism and heterocentricity, we shall work in three dimensions rather than two implied in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 represents an optical system S. Z is a longitudinal axis. The entrance and exit surfaces are now entrance and exit planes T 0 and T respectively. For more detail on the symbolism and the linear optics which we now invoke the reader is referred to earlier papers (e.g. Harris, 2010a Harris, , 2011a Harris, , 2011b . R 0 and R are the incident and emergent segments of a ray of a particular frequency m. R 0 is incident onto S at transverse position y 0 in T 0 and with inclination a 0 . y 0 and a 0 are the incident position and inclination of the ray respectively. Similarly the emergent segment R has emergent position y and emergent inclination a. Each of y 0 , y, a 0 , and a is a 2 Â 1 matrix representing Cartesian coordinates with respect to axis Z. We write the magnitudes of these vectors as y 0 , y, a 0 , and a respectively.
Linear optics
Refractive indices n 0 immediately upstream and n immediately downstream of system S define what we refer to as the context of S. What happens to a ray traversing S depends not only on S itself but also its context. Reference to a system from here on implies the system within its particular context.
Our objective below will be to attempt, using linear optics, to locate achromatic axes, if any, in a given optical system S. That will involve obtaining the incident position y 0 or inclination a 0 , or both, of a ray that satisfies the definition. It turns out that, in each case, the problem boils down to that of solving an equation of the form or both incident position and direction of the achromatic axis. Eq.
(1) is a linear equation in x; solving it is a standard problem in linear algebra (e.g. Bernstein, 2005, pp. 223-226; Graybill, 1983, pp. 113 and 114; Laub, 2005, p. 44) . A mathematical solution exists if and only if
G À is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of G which, in contrast to the more familiar (ordinary) inverse, exists uniquely for every matrix (Ben-Israel & Greville, 2003, p. 40; Higham, 2008, p. 325; Lütkepohl, 1996, pp. 7 and 34; Zwillinger, 2003, p. 151) . If Eq. (2) is satisfied then all of the solutions are given by
for all m Â 1 matrices g. Here I is the m Â m identity matrix. If G is nonsingular then G À = G À1 and Eq. (3) reduces to the unique solution
Of the solutions x to Eq. (1) we shall be interested only in those which we may call paraxial, that is, those for which y 0 , a 0 , etc, are sufficiently small. What is meant by small depends on the application. For example, for optometric applications we might take small to mean y 0 ; y 6 3 mm and a 0 ; a 6 0:2 (radians).
It is usually for simple optical systems (thin prisms and reduced eyes, for example) that G turns out to be singular. For more complicated structures, like real eyes, G is typically nonsingular. (See the numerical examples in Appendix A.) Hence, in most applications of interest in vision, there does happen to be a unique solution given by Eq. (4). If that solution is paraxial then it locates the axis we are seeking uniquely. If it is not paraxial then we say that the system has no such axis. In other words, if we are seeking the location of an achromatic axis of some particular characteristic in the optical system of the eye, or other system of interest, then we expect at most one such axis.
In linear optics the effect system S has on a ray traversing it can be represented by means of the matrix equation (Harris, 1994 (Harris, , 2001 (Harris, , 2010b (Harris, , 2011a A B e
The ray is incident at transverse position y 0 and with inclination a 0 and emerges at transverse position y and with inclination a.
(Elsewhere (e.g. Harris, 2011b) a 0 n 0 and an are referred to as reduced inclinations.) The first matrix in Eq. (5) 2 Â 1; collectively we call them the fundamental properties of system S. They are dependent on the frequency m and independent of y 0 and a 0 . The dioptric power of the system, represented as the dioptric power matrix F, is related to the divergence C by F = ÀC (Harris, 1997) . By phrasing the analysis here in terms of C rather than F we avoid many minus signs. Of course C can be replaced by ÀF wherever desired. Key here are A, the dilation of system S, and B, the disjugacy, and, more particularly, their dependence on frequency.
It is important always to keep in mind that Eq. (5), and any conclusions we draw from it, apply strictly across the system from entrance plane T 0 to exit plane T. This means that the system, and T 0 and T, must be clearly defined or understood in every application.
Eq. (5) is equivalent to
and to the pair of equations
We rewrite Eq. (8) as
and then combine Eqs. (7) and (8) into the single equation
We call y 0 a 0 the incidence and y a the emergence of the ray. Eq.
(10) tells us how system S changes the incidence of a ray into its emergence.
Linear optics of chromatic dispersion
Consider now a dichromatic segment incident on system S; it has incidence y 0 a 0 . We can write Eq. (10) for each of the red and blue rays. For example for the red ray we have
Subtracting the equation for the red ray from the equation for the blue ray we obtain
where
The 4 Â 1 matrix on the right of Eq. (12) is what we can term the (chromatic) dispersion of the dichromatic ray by system S. We note that the dispersion is defined strictly at the exit plane of system S; it is not, therefore, simply related to the familiar concept of longitudinal chromatic aberration. A ray with dichromatic incident segment of incidence y 0 a 0 emerges from the system with dispersion D y a . There are two components of the dispersion, the positional dispersion Dy and the inclinational dispersion Da. Dispersion is a property of the light and is quite distinct from a property of the system through which the light passes. The property of the system that is responsible for dispersing the ray is made up of the 4 Â 4 coefficient of the incidence and the 4 Â 1 constant term in Eq. (12). They represent what we may call the system's (chromatic) dispersiveness. The coefficient of the incidence is the multiplicative dispersiveness and the constant the additive dispersiveness of system S. A system for which both matrices are null causes no dispersion; a system whose multiplicative dispersiveness is null causes dispersion independent of incidence; if the additive dispersiveness is null then the dispersion is a linear function (Harris, 2010c) of the incidence; otherwise the system causes dispersion that is an affine function (Harris, 2010d) of the incidence. Note that positional dispersion, a distance, and inclinational dispersion, an angle, are defined strictly at the exit plane of the system and depend on a single incident dichromatic ray. Though there may be a superficial resemblance the two concepts are quite distinct from transverse and longitudinal chromatic aberration, both lengths, which are measured at image points usually remote from the system and which depend on an infinity of rays from an object point (e.g. Born & Wolf, 2000) .
Eq. (12) can be split into separate equations for the positional
and inclinational
dispersion respectively.
Linear optics of achromatic axes
For an achromatic axis there is no positional dispersion, that is, Dy = o. Making this substitution in Eq. (14) and multiplying we obtain
This can be written as
We can also write Eq. (7) for the red and blue rays and combine them into
All three of Eqs. (17)- (19) 
for some specified emergent transverse position y provided the indicated inverse exists. Eq. (22) gives the incidence of a dichromatic ray (transverse position y 0 and inclination a 0 ) whose two component rays emerge from system S at the common point with transverse position y. Hence it defines the achromatic axis of S corresponding to y. Eq. (15) gives the inclinational dispersion at the emergent point.
Numerical examples illustrating the use of these equations are presented in Appendix A.
Special systems
Suppose system S is homocentric. If we choose longitudinal axis Z to contain the common centers, that is, it becomes the optical axis, then fundamental properties e and p are both null; Eq. (22) simplifies (because e r = e b = o), as do Eqs. (20) and (21) (This observation is conditional upon the existence of the inverse in that equation. It is false for thin systems; for them B is null and, hence, the inverse in question does not exist. Thin systems are examined below.) That the optical axis of a homocentric system is an achromatic axis follows immediately from Eq. (7): e = o, y 0 = o, and a 0 = o imply y = o, the common point of emergence on the optical axis for light of all frequencies. In contrast to that represented in Fig. 1b this particular achromatic axis does intersect the emergent point and, furthermore, the emergent segments of the rays exhibit no inclinational dispersion there.
A thin system has transference
where O and I are the 2 Â 2 null and identity matrices respectively. Its entrance plane is immediately before the lens and its exit plane immediately after it. It follows from Eq. (23) 
If the thin system is a prism then
If, further, the prism is in air then the dispersion is
independent of incident inclination a 0 .
The visual optical system of the eye
Consider the optical system S with entrance plane T 0 immediately in front of the tear film on the cornea of an eye and exit plane T immediately in front of the retina. This is the optical system involved in seeing, the visual optical system. A ray emerging from S immediately strikes the retina. For a dichromatic segment of a ray incident onto the tear film our interest is in dispersion at the retina. For an achromatic axis there is no positional dispersion (Dy = o) there but there may be inclinational dispersion (Da may be not o). In other words, the achromatic axis takes no account of inclinational dispersion.
Usually, of course, there is air in front of the eye. Thus n 0 = 1 provides some simplification of the equations above.
Because of the relatively complicated structure of the real eye, in contrast to the reduced eye which we look at below, one expects the coefficient matrices G in equations of the form of Eq. (1) to be nonsingular. A solution then exists uniquely to each of Eqs. (17)-(19) though the solution may or may not be paraxial.
The conclusions above regarding homocentric systems apply in the case of homocentric eyes in particular. The optical axis is an achromatic axis.
For each point y on the retina there exists a unique achromatic axis defined by Eq. (22) provided the solution is paraxial. That holds in particular for
where y F is the transverse position of the center of the fovea; the axis would be appropriately termed the centro-foveal achromatic axis of the eye. There is no requirement that an achromatic axis contains the common emergent point at y. This suggested in Fig. 1a in general and illustrated below (Fig. 3) for a centro-foveal achromatic axis in particular.
There is a unique achromatic axis incident at each point y 0 on the front of the cornea and a unique axis for each inclination a 0 ; they are defined by Eqs. (21) and (20) respectively. Again the proviso is that the solutions are paraxial.
Numerical example are treated in Appendix A. The model eye used there has four refracting surfaces each of which is both tilted and astigmatic. The parameters are listed in Table 1 . Calculation shows that, for each paraxial retinal point, there is a unique achromatic axis. There is a unique centro-foveal achromatic axis in particular, shown as A in Fig. 3 . The view in Fig. 3 is along longitudinal axis Z into the eye. The units are millimeters. The center of the small circle labeled F is the center of the fovea. The dot on A is the intersection of A and the first surface of the cornea. The portion of A shown solid is the projection, parallel to Z, of A between a transverse plane 10 mm in front of the eye and the eye. The centro-foveal achromatic axis does not intersect the center of the fovea.
The achromatic axes calculated in Appendix A depend on the two frequencies used to define them but the dependence is weak and may not be of significance. Rays of intermediate frequencies incident along the calculated achromatic axis do not arrive at the retina at exactly the same point though the distances from the point are small and may also not be significant. Strictly speaking the eye has no achromatic axis of the type defined by Ivanoff (1946a) ; although the axes probably can be considered such for most practical purposes.
Reduced eye
Consider a reduced eye. We allow the single refracting surface (the 'cornea') to be astigmatic and represent its curvature by means of the 2 Â 2 nonsingular symmetric matrix K (Harris, 2010b) . The eye has length z > 0. We can choose longitudinal axis Z to contain the centers of curvature of both principal sections.
Then e and p are null and we can reduce the transference to the 4 Â 4 matrix 
an equation reminiscent of the matrix form of Prentice's equation (Long, 1976) . This shows that for every transverse position y 0 there is a unique achromatic axis; it is incident at y 0 and has inclination a 0 given by Eq. (29). Again the proviso is that the axis be paraxial. In fact Eq. (29) defines the paraxial normals to the curved surface. So we see that the achromatic axes of the reduced eye are the paraxial normals. (Of course even the non-paraxial normals are achromatic axes, a conclusion we could reach by reworking the problem with Z chosen along another normal.) Eq. (15) becomes
but, because of Eq. (29), this reduces to Da = o. Thus there is no inclinational chromatic dispersion for any of the achromatic axes, a fact not usually true for other eyes. From Eqs. (7) and (29) one finds that
Making use of Eq. (27) one obtains
provided the inverse exists. This defines the unique centro-foveal achromatic axis.
Instruments in front of the eye
The analysis above is general and, hence, applies not only to an eye but also to the compound system of eye and optical instrument in front of it. The first surface of the instrument takes the place of the first surface of the tear film on the cornea. Thus the entrance plane T 0 is immediately in front of the first surface of the instrument and the exit plane T is immediately in front of the retina. Placing an instrument in front of an eye can be expected to change the achromatic axis.
Related achromatic axes
The Le Grand-Ivanoff achromatic axis has been the topic of subject of this paper. However it immediately suggests axes that are also achromatic but in different senses. In fact the Le GrandIvanoff axis becomes one of a natural set of six types of achromatic axes which, for sake of completeness, we briefly describe here.
The Le Grand-Ivanoff axis is associated with the incident segment of a ray. It is natural to propose achromatic axes based on the emergent segment. Rays defining a Le Grand-Ivanoff axis emerge at the same point but usually in different directions. It is natural to turn this around and contemplate an achromatic axis for which the rays emerge with the same direction but usually at different points. We are led to a complete set of achromatic axes which are illustrated in Fig. 4 . A 0 is an achromatic axis based on an incident segment and A an achromatic axis based on an emergent segment. Fig. 4a repeats Fig. 1b ; A 0 in it represents the Le Grand-Ivanoff achromatic axis. Rays emerge at the same point but in different directions. In Fig. 4c , the rays emerge at different points but in the same direction. In Fig. 4e they emerge at the same point and in the same direction. Fig. 4b represents a kind of reversed Le Grand-Ivanoff achromatic axis; the achromatic axis A is the straight line that contains the emergent dichromatic segment. The blue and red rays enter the system at the same point but in different directions. Fig. 4d is a reversed form of Fig. 4c . Rays entering along the incident achromatic axis A 0 in Fig. 4e leave the system along an emergent achromatic axis A.
We can regard A 0 and A in Fig. 4e as completely achromatic. The other axes, including the Le Grand-Ivanoff axis, are partially achromatic; they are achromatic in position or direction but not both. A 0 in Fig. 4a can be thought of as a special case of A 0 in Fig. 4e and the same applies to A 0 in Fig. 4c . Similarly the As in Fig. 4b and d are special cases of the A in Fig. 4e .
These axes are all amenable to analysis in linear optics just as for the Le Grand-Ivanoff axis. The approach is similar. The entrance and exit surfaces T 0 and T become entrance and exit planes as in Fig. 2 . The equations that locate the axes are listed in Table 2 ; they all take the form of Eq. (1) and issues of existence and uniqueness apply as described for Eq. (1). Tentative descriptive names for the six types of achromatic axis are included in Table 2 .
Eqs. (33)-(35) in Table 2 repeat Eqs. (19), (18), and (17) respectively. They locate incident positionally achromatic axes, that is, Le Grand-Ivanoff axes. The remaining equations are self-explanatory. Eq. (36) allows one to locate an incident inclinationally achromatic axis for a specified emergent inclination a. Eq. (37) gives the inclination a 0 of an incident inclinationally achromatic axis that enters the system at a point with transverse position y 0 . And similarly for the rest of the equations in Table 2 . Incident positionally achromatic axis (A 0 in Fig. 4a )
Incident inclinationally achromatic axis (A 0 in Fig. 4c )
Incident achromatic axis (A 0 in Fig. 4e )
Emergent positionally achromatic axis (A in Fig. 4b )
Emergent inclinationally achromatic axis (A in Fig. 4d )
Emergent achromatic axis (A in Fig. 4e )
Concluding remarks
If a polychromatic ray segment, incident onto an optical system, emerges from the system at a single point then the infinite straight line defined by the incident segment is an achromatic axis of the type originally defined by Ivanoff (1946a) . However, strictly speaking, with some exceptions (usually simple systems like the reduced eye), optical systems have no such achromatic axis. This is illustrated for the four-surface heterocentric astigmatic model eye examined in Appendix A.
Here we have weakened the definition so that we are dealing with a dichromatic rather than a polychromatic incident segment. Rays of frequencies other than the two involved in the definition arrive not exactly at, but very close to, the common emergent point of those two. For many practical purposes the two definitions may, perhaps, be regarded as equivalent. If necessary one might seek a pair of frequencies which minimizes the spread of emergent points.
Linear optics has been used in this paper to obtain equations (Eqs. (17)- (19)) governing the locations of Le Grand-Ivanoff achromatic axes in an optical system. The keys are the coefficient matrices involving the dilation A and the disjugacy B of the system and their dependence on the frequency of the light. If a coefficient matrix is nonsingular then the equation has a unique solution, a unique solution, that is, for a specified inclinational incidence (Eq. (20)), a specified incident position (Eq. (21)), or a specified emergent position (Eq. (22)). If the solution is paraxial then it locates an achromatic axis. If the coefficient matrix is singular then a solution exists if Eq. (2) is satisfied.
In the case of the heterocentric astigmatic model eye treated here all three coefficient matrices are nonsingular and, hence, solutions exist uniquely. Furthermore all the solutions examined are paraxial. In fact, for every point on the retina of the model eye there exists a unique Le Grand-Ivanoff achromatic axis. For the center of the fovea, in particular, there is the centro-foveal achromatic axis. There is also a unique achromatic axis incident at every point on the first surface of the cornea and a unique one with any given incident inclination. The proviso every time is that the solution is paraxial. The expectation is that the same is true of most real eyes.
An optical axis is an achromatic axis and one expects achromatic axes in the paraxial region. Every normal to the curved surface of a reduced eye is both an optical and an achromatic axis.
The major distinction between the Le Grand-Ivanoff and Thibos-Bradley conceptions of achromatic axes apparently lies in the fact that the former is aperture independent and the latter aperture dependent. This paper has examined only the former; the introduction of apertures for the latter makes an obvious suggestion for further work.
Achromatic axes as defined by Ivanoff (1946a) , are achromatic only in so far as emergent position is concerned; there is usually inclinational dispersion. They are, therefore, semi-achromatic rather than strictly achromatic. Inclinational dispersion might have relevance for the Stiles-Crawford (Stiles & Crawford, 1933) and related (Campbell, 1958; Chen & Makous, 1989; van Meeteren & Dunnewold, 1983) effects and what Bradley and Thibos (1995) term the retina's 'inherent optical axis'.
Related to Le Grand-Ivanoff achromatic axes are five other types of axes that are achromatic in other senses. They have been described here briefly and illustrated in Fig. 4 . Equations that locate them are listed in Table 2 .
Although it is the visual optical systems of eyes that we have mainly had in mind the treatment here is general and applicable to other systems. It may, for example, also be applied to a compound system of eye and spectacle lens, or other optical device, in front of the eye. 
Appendix A
We illustrate application of the theory to locate Le GrandIvanoff achromatic axes in a model eye based loosely on Le Grand's schematic eye and in which the four refracting surfaces have been made astigmatic and tilted. The parameters used are listed in Table 1 . They should be interpreted as follows. The first surface of the cornea (K 1 ) has radii of curvature 5.8 mm and 7 mm along principal meridians at 180°and 90°, respectively, and it has tilt 0.06 and À0.05 in the horizontal and vertical, respectively, at the longitudinal axis Z. For an observer looking along the longitudinal axis at the eye the horizontal tilt implies a rotation of 0.06 (radians) about a vertical axis that moves the right-hand side of the lens slightly further away and the left-hand side slightly closer. The vertical tilt represents a rotation of 0.05 about a horizontal axis that moves the top slightly towards and the bottom slightly away from the observer. The principal radii of curvature and tilt of the second surface of the cornea (K 2 ) and the surfaces of the lens (L 1 and L 2 ) should be interpreted accordingly. The separations of the surfaces measured along Z are given. For example, the thickness of the cornea is 0.5 mm. The center of the fovea has transverse position
relative to Z. We use the equations for refractive index in terms of wavelength for the cornea, aqueous, lens, and vitreous published by Villegas, Carretero, and Fimia (1996) and which are based on Le Grand's data. The index in front of the eye is n 0 = 1. In keeping with usage by others (e.g. Powell, 1981) , we use the vacuum wavelengths 656.3 nm (superscript r) and 486.1 nm (superscript b) for red and blue respectively. In order to show small differences we retain more digits than may be physically meaningful.
Multiplying the transferences for the individual elements in reverse order as usual (e.g. Harris, 2001 ) we obtain the two transferences 
We can accept both as paraxial solutions; both define achromatic axes of the Le Grand-Ivanoff type. The latter defines the centro-foveal achromatic axis. Thus the centro-foveal achromatic axis enters the cornea 0.3079 mm to the right of and 0.1896 mm below Z and with horizontal slope 0.0970 left and vertical slope 0.0470 up. The axis is A in Fig. 3 , a view along longitudinal axis Z into the eye. The projection, parallel to Z, of A between a transverse plane 10 mm in front of the eye and the eye is shown as solid, the dot being the intersection of A with the first surface of the cornea. Applying Eq. (12), together with Eqs. (A8) and (A9), for a dichromatic ray with incidence given by Eq. (A12) we find that the chromatic dispersion at the center of the fovea is 
Thus, y differs slightly from y F given by Eq. (A1). In other words a ray of a frequency intermediate between those used to define the achromatic axis does not emerge at exactly the same point. If one uses the vacuum wavelengths 700 and 400 nm instead of those used above one obtains a centro-foveal achromatic axis with incidence 
not quite the same as that of Eq. (A12). We may wish to locate an achromatic axis with incident inclination a 0 . We substitute that a 0 into Eq. 
which we accept as the inclination of the Le Grand-Ivanoff achromatic axis incident at Z.
